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The Rules: An older-brother's-best-friend romance. Book II in the Off-Limits series.------When you're

a guy, the rules are simple. Live by the Bro Code:Rule #1: Always have his back. Rule #2: Donâ€™t

ever leave him stranded.Rule #3: And never, ever, touch his sister.Aw hell, two out of three ain't

bad.Ainsley Andrews has tried everything to get over her issues with intimacy. EVERYTHING. But

nothing seems to work. Now, twenty-four years old, it seems the only man that can get her motor

running is her brotherâ€™s best friend. A strictly off-limits guy that stole her breath when she was

just sixteen. ------Please be advised that the following story deals with themes of abuse and mental

health which may be difficult for some readers. Also: The following story contains mature humor, a

lot of cursing, and of course, sexual situations. It is intended for adult readers who enjoy that kind of

thing.Author's note: This book can be read as a standalone but you'll miss a few inside jokes- read

The Lessons first if you can.
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Well, that settles it. I'm in love with Elizabeth Brown.The characteristics of her male leads are

practically identical to what I envision in the perfect man. Humorous, thoughtful, capable,

quick-witted, protective. I could go on and on (and that doesn't even include their physical



attributes!). After reading The Lessons, I was in love with Ryan. I was half expecting this book to be

inferior to the first, because how could any man measure up to Mr. Andrews? Well, apparently, Lam

can!And Ms. Brown's leading ladies are far from damsels-in-distress. Sure, the women from both

books have obstacles to overcome but I absolutely adored seeing the couples tackle said obstacles

and grow together. It makes the story all the more believable to me and gives an incentive to root for

their happy ending.Alright. On to my thoughts...In The Rules, we have a standard idea here that has

been done many times. Dude who falls for his best friend's sister. And while it isn't anything

groundbreaking, it is certainly done justice in this book. More than that, though, are several other

struggles that Ainsley and Lambo have to work through in order to be together. I won't disclose what

those are, though.Right from the beginning, I see the chemistry between the two and feel the

tug-and-pull as they attempt to avoid (then hide) their impending romance for the sake of the 'bro

code'. But soon, both are in over their heads and tumbling fast.Oh, and the love scenes in this book

are sizzling!I am giddy with schoolgirl excitement, waiting to see/hear who the next book is going to

be about. I'm sure it will probably be another one of the guys on the soccer team, which I am all-in

for!

The Rules by Elizabeth Brown was provided to me by Netgalley in exchange for an honest

review.Firstly, Elizabeth is a new author to me, I haven't read any of her previous works as of yet,

but will definitely do so after having read her brilliant piece 'The Rules'.In this book our heroine,

Ainsley Andrews, a librarian with a bipolar disorder and depression. She had one of the hardest

childhoods imaginable and dealt with it however good she could.With the help of her brother, Ryan,

and his better half Natalie, she was able to overcome her deep insecurities and get more

comfortable about herself and her life.Lambo, also known as Lam, is one of Ryan's best friends and

fellow soccer players and Ainsley's secret crush.Misunderstandings made Ainsley think that Lam

hated her, so she decided to fight fire with fire.After years and years of avoidance it becomes harder

to stay separated because of a weekend in Vegas while sharing a suite with 4 other

people.Throughout the book we get to know Ainsley and Lambo in different settings and in more

private ways, their families and friends, albeit crazy, do very much love them and for good reasons,

they are lovable.What begins as 'help' and an easy affair, quickly progresses into a love story that

will blow you away.Lambo proved that he wasn't not going to run away from her disease, nor from

the consequences an episode might bring with it. He showed that he wasn't a player, not with her,

and that every word, every feeling were as real as the love for his little dog, Jonesy.I was highly

impressed with the way that Ms Brown described not only their love, and relationship, but their



relationships with their families and friends.
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